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ABSTRACT
Many research questions concering disseminat ioi of

educational innovations remain unanswered. We know that dissemination
is in. itself a science; our strategy is based on the belief that
successful adopt.on of an innovation requires certain generic skills
distinctly diffekent from the skills related to a specific
int,vation. We are examining decision-making processes in school.
districts and state.education departments to develop a change
capability that can initiate and sustain educational improvements
from the district level to the building level. To accomplish this
aim, the following strategies have been utilized: establishment of
criteria to znsure'commitsent and understanding about R&D products as
instructional systems; development of training programs for .

administrators, teachers, and school district central office
,personnel; establishment of demonstration centers with national
representation; development of a.data network and feedback system
that permits the monitoring of schools; .,nd inclutiozof state
education agencies and central office aaministrators in the
development of a capability for introducing and maintaining
educational innovations. (Author/JG)
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Introduction

.

.
0 There is clearly a need to expand the current level of knowledge about

the installation of educational innovations. Although considerable efforts

over the past thirty years have produced a quantity of theoretical research,
there is still a paucity of practical know-how as to the implementation of

..
innovative practices into schools. Transfusing schools with new and creative

practices requires a carefully engineered approach - one that considers
not only the efficiency of, the proposed innovation and the effectiveness of
the strategies employed, but also the impact of the change process on the
people involved over a long period of time. Building relationships and

understanding roles and responsibilities between state agencies, local
school districts and the individual school principal is a key ingredient in

the dissemination of innovations.
,.

The capability of schoo s(to improve the quality of education is con-
di'

strained,by pressures being exerted on public education today. The pre-.
veiling accountability, that is, the competency crisis, is symptomatic of
the public fruatratiOn'over the detttonstrated low productivity of our educa-

tional system. School bond issues are still having their difficulties, more

.

are voted down than are approved. I .

.,

Indicative of the frustration is the observatioil that "spending almost

three times as much per student doesn't seem to have improved the effec-
tiveness of the system or the quality of the end product appreciably. "2

IGallup, George 11. "Fourth Annual Gallup Poll of Public Attitudes
Toward Education" in Kalman., Septenriber,1972 (pp. 33.46).

24.maggerty, Patrick E. , Chairman of Texas Instruments, Inc. in it
speech before the Dallas Independent School District entitled, "Education,
Work and Productivity." Dallas, Texas. February 24, 1972. (p. 13).

4
.
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The frank admission that "five years and five billion dollars after
Title I was passed, we still have not learned how to break khe cycle of

under-achievement... "3 is a statement guaranteed not to silence the
_-

growing demands from citizens for better results.

The Ford -Foundation's Comprehensive school Improvement*Project

focused on ways and means to make school systemi.adaptable, flexible,
and open to change so that they could make good use of innovative schemes

that had already been deAteloped. 4 An argportont implication that emerges .

from this study is the fact that a "monolithic" Anierican education system

is a myth. In today's pluralistic society, education must respond to the
inherent individual differences of the population or else face the increased

intensity of public criticism and further lois of stature.
,

.
Although the introduction of innovations and the area of educational

change has been studied extensively, more mustbe learned about the ways

. in which change can be effected so that a change "technology'' can offer
.._

practical assistance to the "firing line" educators who are dealing with the

complexities of education on a daily basis.

.
. J. study of the adoption of educational innovations produced by Richard

i.
Carlson in 1965 challenged a number of maxims. For example, he ,found

that superintendents who were most inqUisitive about new techniques,were
.not always likely to be more innovative. 5 Richer school districts were

.

i4,"A. Foundation Goes to School -- The Ford Foundation Comprehensive
School Improvement Program, 1960-1970." New York: Ford' Foundation.
November, 1972 (p. 3). ,

5Carlson, Richard 0. Adoption of Educational Innovations. Eugene:.
Center for the Advanced Study of Educatiozkil Adininistration, University
of Oregon, 1965 (p. 57). ,

..
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not necessarily more prone to inruwate. 6, Further, Carlson was unable to
discover a single satisfactory measure as to why some innovations were
more successful in gaining acceptance than others. 7

Orlosky and Smith examined major educational changes over a period

of 75 years. Each of the 63 innOvationscstudies was assigned one of the

following categories: "1" A change that has not been implemented in the

schools and would be difficult to locate in any school system; "2" A change

that has not been accepted as a frequent characteristic of schools but ha's
left a residue that influences educational practice; "3" A change that has

been successfully installed and is sufficiently present so that instances of
the change are obvious; "4" A change that has successfully been installed, .

and has permeated the educational systerd.

Forty-four of the innovations were developed before 1950, and of

these, twenty-two were categorized as "4" and ten were placed in cat-
.

egory "3". Nineteen post-1950 innovations were studied with the following

results: only one (Special Education) placed in category "4" and thirteen
were categorized as "3". This study has nuntetoUs specific conclusions,
but the major findings were (1) that it takes a long time for new practices
to get into schools, and (?) that no one is systematically building a knowl-

edge base on which to base investigations of this critical factor.'

6.C..rlson, Richard 0. Adoption of Educational Innovations. Eugene:
Center for the Advanced Study of Educational AdMinistration, University
of Oregon, 1965 (p. 63).

7Ibid., (p.

8Orlosky, Donald and B. Othaniel Smith. "Educational Change:
Origins and Characteristics" in Kappan. .March,1972 (pp. 412-413).

s
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Central to the public's growing concern about professional educator

competency is the view that the school prinCipal is a key factor in initiating

and managing change% And, while the nation has had professional prepara-

tion for school administrators for many years, it is apparent that a leader-
.ship crisis exists in this pivotal factor in school change.

Many research questions remain unanswered concerning dissemination. I

Question:. related to State Departments of Education, central office per-
.

sonne41 in school distriCts and school level personnel should include:
.

a

.

I. What alternative models of linkages among State Department

of Education, school district, and R&D agency are workable?
For'each model, which R&D dissemination-diffusion functional

roles are performed by the respet.ttive agencies? how? .
, .

a
.

2. What competencies, both new and existing, are identified by '
.

State Department of Education staff as needed for R&D

dissemination-diffusion functions at the. state Tevel?

3. What alternative models of school district R&D product

utilization are workable?

4. What competencies, both new and existing, are identified by
school district staff as needed for R&D implementation at the

district level? What training Materials have demonstrated
usefulness in assisting school district personnel to acquire these
needed competencies? What other kinds of training programs
are needed?

,

7
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5. What alternative models of school level R &D product utiliFation ,
..

are workable? - 6.

6. What competencies, both new and existing, are identified by ,

school level staff as needed for R&D implementation at the
. .1;

building level? What training materials have demo rated
;usefulness in assisting building level personnel to a e these

needed competencies, ?~ What other kinds of training programs
Y.

'are needed? f

7. What factors inhibit and facilitate incorporating R &roducts
into practice at the-state level? at the school district level?
at the school level?

*

,

5

, .. .......

.

8. What are the relative advantages and disadvahtages of involving

a commercial agency to incorporate its products into practice
at each of the various stages of the R&D cycle?

,9. What alternative strategies can an R&D agency employ to in-

corporate products into practice?

We all know that the ultimate success of any educational prodUats
1

athe way it is used Where development ends, what role does the State
' N .

4.

Education Agency play, how does the district superintendent fit into the

picture, and how does the local principal introduce and manage a new
. .

developm-nt contributes to its success or failure.

We also know that disseminatiota of an innovation is in itself a science.

As much systemitic effort is required to disseminate an innovation to
schools as the innovation required in its initial development. Today we

o

.8
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are addressing ourselves to the technology of dissemination, its strategies,
and the need to build relationships to implement them.

. ..
.

We have sought to develop, test and disseminate educational innova-

tions which 'accommodate the individuality of both the student and the, ..

teacher in the classroom learning environment. To Ichieve this,. we have
adopted a strategy of providing to teachers and administrators, through

a . ,

staff develOpinent and support services, those skills, knowledges, and

sensitivities which liave not been acquired frdm pre-service education or
4,

from on-bhecejob experiences, but which are essential to successful role

performance.
, e . '-4.

a

Our strategy is based on the belief that there,are certain kinds ofo
generic skills that aloe distinctly different, from the skills related to a cb

specific Innovation. These generic skills must be facilitated in educational
agencies to achieve a better balance between traditional decision-making
and the requirements for decisions in the adoption of valid innovations. A

a basic -assumption is that significant educational improvement can result '
...

from improving-the competencies of echo& district personnel in planning,

managing and organizing schools for the introduction of educational innova*

tions. 1.

.
. We are examining decision-making 'processes in both School distrtcts

and State Education Departments. This is being done through a major
instrumentality - a Network of School Districts and State Education--

Departments. These institutions serve as the mechanism which we use
to Increase the knowledge about.school district decision-making and the

rod of State Departments of Education.. Central to this activity is the f
examination and specification of support services to the Network of School

`Districts in the form of personnel training, program monitoring and

'1.

evaluation.

o

9
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o
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We have been concentr ng on the development of a change capability

which caminitiate an ustain educational improvements-from the district

levelto.the buil level. To accomplish the diesemination.installation

of innovat' a and simultaneously develop a change capability, specific
. .

stra tee have been utilized. These are:

1. establishment of criteria to insure commitment and under-
standing about R&D products as instructional systems,,

.

2. development of training programs for school-district central
office personnel, administrators and teachers,

3. establishment of demonstration centers, with national repre-
sentation, -

4. development of a data network and feedback, system that per-
mits the monitoring of schools in terms of ke progress that

j students are making, assessing the degree of implementation,
and collecting research data on strategies, procedures and -
rolso.,- and

inclusion of state education agencies and the central office
administrators in the dekelopment of a capability for intro-
ducing and maintaining the innovation.

1."Establishment of Criteria to Insure Commitment and Understanding,

Specific criteria have been established to help achieve under-
standing on the part of the schools, school districts, and State

.Departments of Education. These criteria included:

Administrative Commitment - A self-study on the part of local
ec,

7

administration to gain first-hand .knowledge about theelslential .

elements of the innovation and understanding of the financial

implications of each of these elements is the first step in meeting
this criterion.

5
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,Teacher Commitment ;Theteachers of any given school haye e

. the same right as the administration in investigating a new
...

instructional system. Therefore, it is required that the.faculty
be involved in the basic decisions concerning the use of an'. . ., .

. .
innovation.

,

Administrative and Teacher Retraining - Teachers and adminis-

trators must be awar e:of the new roles that this system demands.
1 ik

Furthermore, retraining is needed. The understanding of the
training program must include the kind of training that is in-
volved, the time needed, etc. .t

C

T. .

Partioipation in Researci Both the teachers and the adminis-
tration should know quite clearly theikinds of resea rdi questions
that are being.asked, the kinds of dati that will be collected, the

__

need for attitude surveys a both teachers and students, etc.
_ .

. Once a hchool district has been accepted, it is expected to be.e.

able to:
,

.;,

r
, Prepare 3n initial plan for change which reflects: the pupil needs

. . .

that, justify the adoptionof proposed curriculum products; a multi-
* -

: .... year implementation schedule enumerating which products and

t

i

.. ,
school buildings are to be involved in each yeat; a discussion of
the kind of pupil outcomes stafi expect to attain; and a careful.

.
consideration of resource requirements fof a mu lti-year period -

A.-
arid suggested availability of these resource,-

. . .
Assess its training needs through the use of pre-assessmene

,.

*

instruments. 4 I
.

%

, 4,

.... k.

t.
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.. ,----
. gram based on,pre-assessment inform -lion et-iicrtite role require-

41 . .

. 'meats of the curriculum productsto be adopted.

t

Desimand sched..le an administrator and teacher training.pro-.

.
4 '

ft Prepare and implement. an evaluation plan Laved on the kind of.
pupil outcomes staff expect to attain.

Conduct the training program.
FA

Implement the curriculum products in school buildings.

4.

'Monitor building and classroom operatio ns to gain information

9

0*

4

, .
. that permits the staff in the building to achieve a classroom . .

.
".,.p`

implementation
. . .

implementton model that is' consistent with the kind olpupil,
. .

.,,
if

:,..
outcomes the district seeks to attain. ... .,.,\! \ a ,. . . '',,i-

. .- Summarise the evaluation-results in terms of the kind of pupil .
. .. ..,:

. .
outcomes the district sought to attain.' ,

. , i . .
aa 0

Update the mdlti-year planwith a revised set of recommenditiOns.:
,

.' 9 . "syt.i

. 4

2. Development of Training Programs for School Diitrict Central 4.' .

Office Personnel, Administrators and Teachers 4

Training school district personnel,to adOpt. and institutionalise

innovations' requires systematic strategies and products. These strat . .
egiis lie outside` the typical publisher colksuitanter.'tescher vidts and
university settings. As an integrei pert of the d4semination strategy,
the training' (or,mbre accurately retraining) needs are df t.1 '';e basic

. . . : .. .

.....levels: School district central office pct.-flannel, School adininistrstors,
. .,

and teachers. : . . ; . . N' ,.,Zt

. .,
04 '0

A,

I
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The necessity of retraining school administrators was one of
.
the fiist and most important things that we learned from our expe-

riences in disseminating lel. The school principal needs/the corn-

petencies that ate required to plan, manage, and implement cur-
.

ricul6m products at the building level. More specifically, the areas
of concern include-organization aspects required by the innovation

,. ,.
including: (I) the need for flexible schedulingoof building activities

. .
and personnel, (2) the assessment of alternative stiffing patterns to .

provide children with both pr4fessional #nd non-pthfessional ger*, et
(3) communication skills in learning to work with the staff, (4) the

tools to retrain the teachers, and'smost important, (5) how*to Oe the

':instructional leader in the school.
.

.4+,

3. Establishment 'of Demonstration Centers
with Nationwide Representation

o

,For any innovation to have real impact, broad -scale implementation.
. .

in a variety of student populations is a necessity.. We have established
, i

a,Nationwide Network of School Districts in order *demonstrate to .

the educitional comtnunity that individualization is a viable and prac-

tical strategy far teaching youngsters td be independent and' self-directed
. .

a,learners, The assuMption behind the establishment_ of the Network is
...

.

that demonstration is an effective way to diffuse new educational pro-
4

grams to the greatest number of sehofols and students in the short-.
est amount of time.

J 0

. Thu, far, 80 elementary schools in 43 states have joined the Net-

work, and many State Education Departments have indicated significant
0 °

I interest in the project. The goal is to build a network of .100 school.
.

, .. 13
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districts, at least two in each of the 50 states. Although wq cannot
financially support thte,Network schools, we are helping schools locate

possible sources of funding qo that they can participate in this effort

to bring individualized learning into the classroom.

In addition to serving as demonstration sites for curriculum inno-
vation and organization, Network schools also serve as traNininj cen-

ters for teacher's and administrlitors interested in bringing inditidual-
ized learning programs to their school districts. Training materials
and procedures have been devised and are available to Network schools.

Also,- a staff of developmental specialists regularly visits the schools

and assists school staff in identifying and solving problems relative to
the implementation of individualized programl.

4. Data Network and Feedback System

When our products enter the field test stage in thi Network schools,

they are .evaluated wfth regard $o adiptabilityleasibility, effective-.

netts in achieving objectives, and cost efficiency. ;lb his feedback, which.

is continuous in mature, provides data on the effectiienescof product
utilization, curriculum implementation, and school managemeilt*prob-

.
t

lams. This assists in the redesign. and revision of products and pro-
cedures.

Since the change in one element will affect all othe'r elements-,
.planning for a 'new program must consider all other aspects. By

introducing one innovation at'a time, the introduction and implements-
tion is facilitated. Among the elements which must be considered are
cost factors, time and management. 1.
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A second major area of feedback from dissemination schools is
the area of quality control. The importance of maintaining the integrity
of the innovation and the adoption model, should not be underestimated.

If milliorts of dollars' are spent in developing a product, responsibility

for quality control should be undertaken.

In the past, many well publicised educational innovations, after

attracting widespread interest, failed when implemented outside their

initial settings. A major cause of this poor record of implementation
has been an absence of detailed systematic specification for the con-

trol of the operation, coupled with a realistic method for monitoring
and changing the implementation once it was operational in a given

locale.

Two specific assessment instruments have been developed that
help provide feedback on the degree of implementation that each in-

structional system has achieved.

.

The Consultant Diagnostic Instrument (CDI) which is the checklist

for the consultant's use in periodic observations and reports on Net-
work schools was designed to provide basic descriptive data concerning

the degree of implementation for any particular subject to allow for
evaluation comparisons across schools And to provide an index of

degree of implementation for each school.

The second instrument developed for use by the local school prin-
t

cipal is "Self Improvement Guidelines for New Schools." SIGNS has

been designed to provide beginning schools with a means for the assess-
.

ment of the degree to which recommended processes and practices are

15
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used in an individual school. The checklist and form provided enable

the administrator to make interpretable observations on various aspects
of the innovation.

If the ultimate goal of product development is commercialization,
then this aim must be incorporated into the dissemination strategy.
As a specific element, the Network provides a natural facility for-

commercial products in terms of observation and training.

5. Inclusion of State Education Agencies and the
Central Office Administrators

%

Schools do not select and implement innovations in isolation. They

'require the suppOrt of the local school district and State Education

Agencies. Therefore, our strategy includes the establishment of a
. . .
Network of School4bistricts involving state and local governments.

, .
i

With the involvement of State Departments of Education comes the
legal lauthority to implement change and the necessary perspective in

judgi g the needs of Itaal schools and their potential for innovations.

I /,P A

The, state agencies are interestedAn the statewide dissemination of-
s- uch as the 1967Anew ideas and programs for schools. Developmeift

Amendments to ESEA, which strengthened the state ro) 'n promoting
..., .-

innovations, and the President's revenue-sharing plan are evidence of
increasing need for greater state involvement in educational change.
Structurally, no a enc is in a better position to work fo r innovations
than the State Education Agency. This agency has power which it

must use prudently and with due recognizaneVb of the American tradition

orlocal autonomy in educational affairs. But the fact remains that
local school districts derive their legal authority from the states.
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Through state minimum foundation progranis, local districts are \-
largely financed. Through certification and accreditation programs,
the states have a significant voice in the conduct of training of teach ,.s

and school administrators at all levels. In addition, the great inflow
of federal money since ESEA has increased the influence of the State

Education Agency.

Answers to the questions raised earlier will contribute to the knowl-

edge base of dissemination of innovations. In conclusion, -several facts

that we do know about dissemination are worth repeating:

1, An innovation introduced in a particular schoo, in absence
of a plan for diffusion, no matter how loudly acclaimed, is
not likely to become widespread or to. be permanently en-

trenched.

2. Whatever the form of the dissemination plan, it must feature
people. People who can work with teachers, building admin-

istrators and central office staffs.

3. School Boards in local school districts will continue to have

the final decision-making authority over the innovations

introduced into local school systems.

4. Competing curricular and organizational options should con-

tinue to be available.

5. It is far more econornipal to construct a place for the com-
mercial-publishers in the change process than to try to

duplicate their services and compete with them.

47
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6. Local edUcators must be assisted in making informed decisions

about the intrdduction of innovations. They cannot and will not.,_
do it otherWise. And, finally, .

.

7. State Departments must be involved in the change mechanism

at least in a supportive mode.,

v

,

4
.1

is

,

.
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